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Abstract
The present research work describes the numerical modeling of the masonry arch
structures under the impact loadings. The performance of the numerical model for impact
loading was compared with the laboratory test results. Several finite element models with
different level of complexities and assumptions were generated and subsequently analyzed in
ANSYS. The finite element models were tested for linear static, dynamic and impact loadings.
The results produced by the finite element models showed upper bound results for the arch
structure. This investigation will help in understanding the performance of masonry arch bridges
in mountainous regions vulnerable to seismic loadings and falling rocks impact. The
performance assessment will also help in performing rehabilitation and restoration of the
historical structures and monuments. The finite element modeling (FEM) is a much diversified
technique. Its utilization in modeling saves lot of efforts and cost in analyzing the behaviors of
the materials and structures subjected to any kind of loading conditions. In present case the
material models were calibrated to suit the performance of the tested structures. The finite
element models were then validated with the impact performance of the laboratory tested
masonry arches.

Key words: Finite element analysis; FEM, Impact load; Masonry;Arch; ANSYS;
Numerical analysis; Falling weight impact test
1.

Introduction
Stone and masonry arch structures have been serving the humanity since ancient times.
Still today they form a significant portion of the transportation infrastructure. In hilly
regions road and railway bridges are generally constructed from masonry or stone
arches due to the easy availability of the construction material (stone, masonry etc.). In
addition to normal loadings these bridge structures have to withstand the extreme
loading conditions offered by the natural as well as man-made hazards such as
earthquakes, land slidings, debris flows, falling rocks fast moving projectiles, blasts and
shock waves from explosions (Milani, et al., 2012). In those regions due to high
seismicity levels and sharp slopes land slidings and rocks falling are common, causing
high impact loadings on the bridge structures. So it is necessary to rehabilitate and
upgrade the existing facilities or construct new facilities/structures that are capable of
sustaining such loadings and remain in service.

2.

Research significance
The performance analysis of masonry arch structures under the impact loading leads to
the better understanding of the phenomenon. This helps in the development of the
resistance curve of the structural system that can be further utilized for similar structures.
The present research discusses the significant parameters involved in the accurate
numerical modeling of the masonry structures and also the best suited numerical
techniques.
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3.

Impact load mechanism
The impact load is defined as a high force or shock applied to an object in a very short
time period; such as the collision of the two or more relatively moving bodies. The
magnitude of the impact force generated by the collision is much greater as compared to
the load applied statically(Alves, et al., 2006). The mechanism of the impact force is
based on the principal of energy conservation. The moving body/object transfers its
momentum energy in to the striking object. The transferred energy is partially converted
in to the strain energy in the target and partially dissipates in terms of friction, heat and
sound energies. The impact force depends upon the deformability of the striking object
and the laws of mechanics show that the assumption of the rigid body is not valid in this
case as that will result in zero deformation thus leading to the infinite force. In civil
engineering structures the deceleration, momentum transfer and deformations are
dictated by the elastic and plastic behavior of the construction materials. So it is
important to do rational estimates of the local stiffness and the corresponding
deformation at the points of impacts(Cancelliere, et al., 2010).

4.

Materials
The arch constructed for laboratory impact testing was made up of granite stone blocks.
Granite is a strong rock and has been used in the construction of many ancient building
and structures. The visual inspection indicated that granite blocks have fine to medium
grained structure. The average density and porosity of the stone blocks is given in table
1.
Table-1: Physical properties of stone blocks
Density (kg/m3)
Granite type

Porosity (%)
Dry

Saturated

Fresh granite

0.47

2660

2665

Weathered granite

3.56

2579

2614

The mechanical properties were determined and it was found that the granite stone was
strong in compression and showed brittle type of failure. The flexural strength came out
to be very low as compared to the compression strength of the rock. Typical stress strain
curve is shown below.
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Figure 1: Typical uni-axial stress strain behavior of granite
The average compressive and flexure strengths of the granite are shown in table 2. Lime
mortar was used to join the masonry blocks. Small samples of the lime mortars were
made and tested only for compressive strength. The outcome of the strength tests of
lime mortar are also given in table below.
Table 2: Mechanical properties of materials used

Compression

Tension

Fresh granite

Weathered granite

Elastic modulus GPa

52.25

35.09

Peak compressive
strength MPa

148.00

90.00

Poisson’s ratio

0.23

0.30

Elastic modulus GPa

12.55

3.18

Peak tensile strength
Mpa

6.01

3.52

Fracture energy MPa

0.148

0.200
Lime mortar

Compression

Elastic modulus MPa

200.00

Peak compressive
strength MPa

22.00

Poisson’s ratio

0.10
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5.

Experimental setup
The segmental type stone masonry arch constructed for impact testing was made up of
13 identical stone blocks. The blocks were joined with the lime mortar. The clear span
was kept about 1.2 m (47.24 in). The clear height of the model arch was limited to 0.4 m
(15.75 in). The radial thickness of the stone blocks was fixed as 0.16 m (6.30 in). A steel
ball of 60.9 kg was used to provide the impact force by falling through a distance of 0.70
m (27.55 in) height above the point of impact. The impact load was applied at the quarter
of the span (i.e. 0.4 m or 15.75 in form left of the support). The experimental setup was
equipped with load cells and LVDTs for measuring and recording the displacements
under the point of impact and crown of the arch. The experimental setup is shown below
in figure 2. The impact load and time histories were also recorded by using load cells.
The smoothing treatment was applied to the recorded data to eliminate the noise from
the recorded data. After that treatment the experimental data was compared with the
numerical results obtained from finite element simulations.

Figure 2: Experimental setup of stone masonry arch

6.

Numerical model
The arch was modeled in ANSYS v14.0 which is explicit type of finite element software.
For better understanding of the impact behavior on different configuration of arches
three types of FE models were developed. a) Arch with stone blocks having smooth dry
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joints, b) arch with stone blocks having rough dry joints and c) arch with rough ended
stone blocks having wet joints or lime mortar joints(Ghiassi, et al., 2012).

Figure 3: Smooth dry joints

Figure 4: Rough dry joints

Figure 5: Rough wet joints
The physical and mechanical properties of the materials used in the construction and
modeling of arch are mentioned above in table 1 and 2. The mechanical properties of
the materials were investigated under static loading. The literature suggests that a
Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) should be incorporated if the applied loading on the
structure is not static such as impact etc. The materials exhibit higher mechanical
strength if the strain rate or rate of loading is higher(Gilbert, et al., 2002). The CEB
model code recommends that the DIF is governed by following equations:

Where as
Here
is the quasi static unconfined compressive strength,
is the dynamic
unconfined compressive strength,
is the strain rate and
,
are the constants having the
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values of 10MPa and 30x10-6 s-1. CEB model fitting curve show that for impact loading cases
the DIF varies from 1.4 to 3.1(Schwer, 2009).
The FE model of the arch was developed in ANSYS by using plane stress elements. The
default rigid supports were considered for the arch in the ANSYS model. The model is shown in
figure 5. The impactor was modeled as spherical steel ball with the diameter calculated by
considering mass of impactor and the steel density. The velocity of the steel ball at the point of
impact was based on the height of fall of the impactor. For validation of the arch model mesh
dependency was investigated. In this technique the mesh size of the model is varied while
keeping all other conditions constant such as loading and boundary conditions.The geometric
model that exhibits constant stresses and displacements with respect to various mesh sizes is
considered accurate(Lourenço, et al., 2012). Mesh independency of the model was analyzed for
its self-weight. The maximum deflections and the maximum stresses were recorded for each
size and compared afterwards. The model results indicate similar level of stresses and
deflection in the model i.e. mid span deflection of 0.682 mm with corresponding von misses
stress of 841 Pa. This indicates that the geometrical model of the arch is valid and without any
flaw.

Figure 6: Log-log scale strength increase factor verses strain rate
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Figure 7: Geometry of arch model
The validated geometric model was further analyzed for four impact load cases by
varying the impactor mass and height of fall. The detail of the load cases is given below:
Table 2: Load cases for finite element model analysis
Nomenclature

Height of fall
(m)

Mass of impactor
(kg)

Impact velocity
(m/s)

Energy at the
point of impact (J)

M60H70Q

0.70

60.90

3.71

419.11

M80H45Q

0.45

80.00

2.97

357.57

M60H70M

0.70

60.90

3.71

419.11

M80H45M

0.45

80.00

2.97

357.57

Two sets of impact positions were investigated namely quarter and mid span indicated
by ‘Q’ and ‘M’ respectively in the naming convention.

7.

Comparison of FE model results and experimental results
The laboratory test results of arch ‘M60H70Q’ were compared with the numerical
simulation results. The tested arch showed the formation of two hinges, one rotation and
one sliding hinge at left support and right support respectively. The FE model also
depicted the same phenomena as indicated in the figure below:
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Figure 8: Stress variation and hinge formation in the FE model
The maximum deflection were compared for experimental and FE model results. The
numerical model gives about 15.62% lesser deflection as compared to the experimental
results. This indicates that the numerical model is capable to provide a good estimate of
the deflections in the arch.

Figure 9: Time history of deflection in experimental arch
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Figure 10: Time history of deflection by numerical model of the arch

Figure 11: Impact force for ‘M60H70Q’ at quarter span
The impact force increases with the increase in fall height or mass of the impactor. The
impact force was observed relatively larger at the mid span as in this case all the kinetic energy
contributes towards the impact force whereas for quarter span application some kinetic energy
is utilized in pushing the arch side way hence reducing the vertical impact force a little bit.
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Figure 12: Impact force for ‘M80H75Q’ at quarter span

Figure 13: Mid span deflection for ‘M60H70M’
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Figure 14: Impact force for ‘M60H70M’ at mid span

8.

Conclusions
In the present research work a numerical model of an arch was developed in ANSYS
and it was compared with the experimental results. The results indicate that the finite
element models can help in assessing the performance of the stone masonry arches
under impact loading due to falling weights. An error of about 15% was observedbut it
may be negotiated on considering more sophisticated modeling of the structure and load
application techniques. The improved numerical models may accurately depict the
performance of the structure making them safer to design as well as saving the cost and
time that is required for mechanical testing.
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